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As part of the wider compliance effort, the IRS is working with the
Justice Department to address fraud in the ERC program as well as
promoters who have been ignoring the rules and pushing businesses to
apply.

The IRS has trained auditors examining ERC claims posing the greatest
risk, and the IRS Criminal Investigation division is actively working to
identify fraud and promoters of fraudulent claims for potential referral
for prosecution to the Justice Department.

IRS Criminal Investigation (IRS-CI) investigates a variety of COVID fraud
allegations ranging from fraudulently obtained employee refund tax
credits to falsified Paycheck Protection Program loans. To date, IRS-CI
has uncovered suspected pandemic fraud totaling more than $8 billion.
As of July 31, 2023, IRS-CI has initiated 252 investigations involving over
$2.8 billion of potentially fraudulent Employee Retention Credit claims.
Of those, fifteen of the 252 investigations have resulted in federal
charges. Of the 15 federally charged cases, so far six matters have
resulted in convictions, four of those cases have reached the sentencing
phase with the average sentence being 21 months.

Criminal Investigation's work is in addition to ERC audits that have
started. The IRS has already referred thousands of ERC cases for audit.

The IRS is working diligently to  crack down on fraud and questionable
claims to protect taxpayers from scams. Amid rising concerns about a
flood of improper Employee Retention Credit claims, the Internal
Revenue Service today announced an immediate moratorium through at
least the end of the year on processing new claims for the pandemic-era
relief program to protect honest small business owners from scams.

IRS Commissioner Danny Werfel ordered the immediate moratorium,
beginning today, to run through at least Dec. 31 following growing
concerns inside the tax agency, from tax professionals as well as media
reports that a substantial share of new claims from the aging program
are ineligible and increasingly putting businesses at financial risk by
being pressured and scammed by aggressive promoters and marketing.

The IRS continues to work previously filed Employee Retention Credit
(ERC) claims received prior to the moratorium but renewed a reminder
that increased fraud concerns means processing times will be longer. On
July 26, the agency announced it was increasingly shifting its focus to
review these claims for compliance concerns, including intensifying
audit work and criminal investigations on promoters and businesses
filing dubious claims. The IRS announced today that hundreds of
criminal cases are being worked, and thousands of ERC claims have
been referred for audit.

The IRS emphasizes that payouts for these claims will continue during
the moratorium period but at a slower pace due to the detailed
compliance reviews. With the stricter compliance reviews in place during
this period, existing ERC claims will go from a standard processing goal
of 90 days to 180 days – and much longer if the claim faces further
review or audit. The IRS may also seek additional documentation from
the taxpayer to ensure it is a legitimate claim.

IRS orders immediate
stop to new Employee

Retention Credit
processing

https://www.irs.gov/coronavirus/employee-retention-credit
https://www.irs.gov/newsroom/irs-commissioner-signals-new-phase-of-employee-retention-credit-work-with-backlog-eliminated-additional-procedures-will-be-put-in-place-to-deal-with-growing-fraud-risk
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Fall and Autumn brings a time of joy, celebration, abundance, and gratitude. Jessi will lead you
through a beautiful cacao ceremony from ancient native traditions that will open the heart to

this energy. if you have never tried this type of ceremony this is for you and if you have been to
something like this you can enjoy her unique style of offering.

Your host Jessi, is Alternative Holistic Healer and Energy Worker, Plant Medicine Therapist,
Shaman, and Breathwork facilitator, she has a passion for native plants and their amazing

healing abilities and the gateway they offer us for creating spiritual beauty in our lives. She will
also lead you through a harvest craft bouquets using dried herbs like lavender and more! This

will be a fun unique opportunity to create something for your home that has intent and
meaning. Jessi will teach you how to put spiritual native intent on your creation to share with

your loved ones in your home.
This event will be held on Jessi's private home in Jupiter Farms. This property is on native

Indian lands that brings us many activations and an ancient energy.
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Saturday, October 7, 4~6pm

Fall Cacao Ceremony with Pumpkin and

Harvest Bouquets Crafts

$60 Investment
11361 161st St N, Jupiter, FL, USA

11361 161st Street North Jupiter, FL 33478

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/fall-cacao-ceremony-with-pumpkin-and-harvest-bouquets-crafts-tickets-715355015107?utm-campaign=social&utm-content=attendeeshare&utm-medium=discovery&utm-term=listing&utm-source=cp&aff=ebdsshcopyurl


Thus, nicely, this fortunate point currently applies to people located in
Southern Florida The concept of astrological Arabic “Parts” was born during
times when star gazing was the dominant approach to understanding how life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness worked. There were times in ancient
history when there was a “part” related to almost every occurrence in life (a
part of giving birth, getting married etc., etc.). In modern Western Astrology
the only remaining Part in the astrological palette is the Part of Fortune. No
doubt you agree, this makes sense with our overriding values of caring about
money and well-being.Our literal fortunes and what we consider to be
fortunate are, of course, both, very important to us. 

Full Moons shed light and, thus, now is an ideal time to be enLIGHTened about
ways we are blessed to be fortunate. It is an excellent time to focus on
gratitude. This phenomenon varies by Sun Sign as described below. See the
following to know the area of your life where the expression of gratitude will be
best and most favorable. (Note: If you happen to know the sign your birth chart
Ascendent, it also applies and you are encouraged to read and follow both.
Need help with this? Contact me at Hattie@hattieparker.com)

 

Horoscopes in History

In 1929 the world was suffering from a deep depression. My most vivid and
chilling sense of this time (as I was not even yet born) comes from seeing
photos of people standing in long breadlines waiting to get even some small
amount of food. It was during this time that the newspaper media invented
daily horoscopes. The marketing strategy was that one nickel would buy a little
good news for every member of a family. It worked. Thus, the popularity of
profoundly over simplified Sun Sign Astrology was born. To this day daily
horoscopes remain popular.

Horoscopes and The Moon

The Moon is a bit of a cosmic anomaly. It orbits around the earth not the Sun. It
consistently completes an orbit every 29.5 days twelve (and sometimes
thirteen) times a year. It is very visible to all and its cyclical nature is constant.
It is arguably a heavenly body that receives more attention than the other
many, also useful to understand but more complicated, elements of the zodiac.

The Full Moon is Conjunct (joined with) the Part of Fortune

Currently, in Southern Florida we have the delightfully lucky influence of the
astrological point known as the Part of Fortune being right up close and
personal to today’s Full Moon. The Part of Fortune is a mathematical
calculation of a point in the sky determined by adding up distances between
and among 3 planets or points. It is physical location dependent.

Practical Uplifting Horoscope Guidance
You and Our Current Full Moon 



What Part of Good Fortune Is Currently Favored for YOU

To gain insight on how to most effectively embrace the positive energies this Full Moon complete following sentence using of your Sun Sun and
the related mental and practical action steps.

I am an (a)  __________. I am grateful and choose to nurture ________________ 

     Aries   my relationships of all kinds (personal, business, family, intimate)

     Taurus  my time alone when I get to reflect on what works well and what needs tweaking

     Gemini  my goals, friends and relationship to effectively using mass media

     Cancer  my business and ability to plan my work and work my plan

     Leo  my drive to learn about and find comfort in higher truths and my spirituality

     Virgo  my ability to take on challenging issues related to the skillful use of resources

     Libra  my self-esteem and the way I present myself to the world

     Scorpio my resources of all kinds practical mental and spiritual

     Sagittarius  my curiosity that inspires me to be adventuresome and my loves

     Capricorn  my ability to nurture and be nurtured

     Aquarius my ability to claim my space and to stand up for myself

     Pisces  my optimism and uplifting perspective on life

Enjoy!!!! 


